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Winter Tips
This winter you will be
spending a lot of time indoors,
contemplating and yearning for
the warm summer days we took
f o r g r a n t e d . Ta k e t h i s
opportunity to revitalise your
living space, and give it that
warmth and comfort that can
make you forget about the
sideways rain and frosted
windscreens.
Combine Walnut with rich greys
such as Farrow and Ball’s
Purbeck Stone No275 to give
contrast and really bring the
wood grain to life. Imagine it,
sitting down after a hard days
decorating and just
appreciating a glorious new
environment that compliments
your winter moods, houses your
fruity red wines and provides a
home for your roast dinners
and chocolatey deserts.
Well done.
Seriously.

Fight Winter Blues By
Sprucing Up Your Home
This winter, Locus are focussing on pieces of beautiful
furniture to accompany the warmth of your home. During a
time of bleak, grey skies, freezing winds and rain, your home
becomes your primary source of warmth, comfort and
happiness. A dark, detailed piece of Walnut can illicit all kinds
of emotions. Awe inspiring, wonder and a sense of luxury that
leads to fulfilment. When this beautiful wood is combined
with high quality design, outstanding craftsmanship and
uncompromising attention to detail, the product can be
exquisite.
Already this Winter, we have seen the Positano released (see
below), and soon, it will be followed by the Alfriston, and
then the Cisswood. I cannot give away too much at this point,
however I can say that they all feature Walnut, signature
Locus features and all the trademarks of genuine quality.
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Thank you
Thanks to our wonderful
customers, avid subscribers and
glamorous staff, Studio Locus is
growing, quickly, into a beautiful
Studio full of ideas, creations,
inspiration and friends.
Our ethos has always been to
put holistic well being first. The
well being of our customers, the
well being of our artisans, sales
team and designers and this
combines to enrich the well
being of Studio Locus.
The positivity we have received
only fuels our passion to create
more wonderful furniture that
puts smiles on faces, eases
lifestyles and impresses friends
and family.

Thank you.
From
Everybody here at Studio Locus.

The Positano’s hand
cut dovetails on this
soft closing, solid
walnut drawer box
compliment
its
elegant
shapes
beautifully.
The grain matched
body of the Positano
demonstrating the fine
craft and attention to
detail available at
Studio Locus. Our
pride and passion
flowing through every
piece.

Available online
£425.00
Click here for more information and to buy
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